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Definition of EIS

An information system (IS) is a 
group of components that 
interact to produce information.

EIS is a group of components that 
interact to produce information 
about the environment

Components?
Map, data visualisation, clear 
information



EPA Ireland examples:  #1 Ireland’s Environment

Link
www.epa.ie/irelandsenvir
onment/
Purpose
Regular, digestible 
“State of the 
Environment” 
information
Audience
General public, with 
graphs and charts that 
can help the more expert 
user.



EPA Ireland examples:  #1 Ireland’s Environment

Plain English 
summary

Further 
resources



Different 
graphs





EPA Ireland examples:  #1 Ireland’s Environment

What’s good:
Navigation is easy with a good logic: it brings a lot of information together
The audience is the general public but you can choose to dig a little deeper if 
you wish
Content is written in plain English but the indicators and content do relate to 
policy 

What can be improved:
A map has to be an element of a good EIS and we still have a lot of work to 
do on this
This website takes a lot of behind the scenes effort: a service approach could 
improve this and supply data for reporting
Not INSPIRE compliant



EPA Ireland examples:  #2 Catchments.ie

Link
www.catchments.ie
Purpose
River basin planning 
information and 
collaboration
Audience
Some material for 
general public but maps 
and data are for more 
experienced water 
expert



Articles and 
resources in 
plain English

Interactive maps and 
data relating to all 
parts of the WFD 
planning cycle



Map 
Elements





EPA Ireland examples: #2 Catchments.ie

What’s good:
Content is written in plain English and there is lots of rich and engaging 
content
Users can sign up to become involved and informed
Responsive map which is easy to navigate
Open data API
Well integrated with the underlying system – data updates quickly

What can be improved:
The link to policy can make it tricky for a general public user to understand 
(terms like risk, status and pressure are more complex than they seem)
The data page is for users that are well versed in the WFD and more likely to 
be expert users



EPA Ireland examples:  #3 beaches.ie

Link
www.catchments.ie
Purpose
Information about 
bathing water
Audience
General public







EPA Ireland examples: #3 beaches.ie

What’s good:
Site has a very clear purpose. Couldn’t be easier to navigate and use.
Content is written in plain English with a growing amount of engaging content
This is an EIS that matches policy but doesn’t have “policy speak”
Open data API in development
Well integrated with the underlying system – data updates quickly, so beach 
users get quick information during the bathing season

What can be improved:
Would like to expand the options for “Report an Issue” 
Would like to include more unidentified beaches
Would like to add more information: would be better if we could get more 
open data from more Local and National authorities



Lessons learned from EIS

n Have clarity of purpose
n Be clear on who your audiences are: it’s ok to serve more 

than one as long as you have “stepping points” where you 
drill into more information. Spend time on this design

n Use plain language: reflect policy without using policy speak
n Integrate with underlying systems
n Have good mapping interfaces
n Consider open data as part of the development process, 

particularly if you can align reporting requirements with open 
data delivery

n Have an overarching strategy if you can


